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From the President
Welcome to Winter in Bundanoon! One would think
that this is a time to hibernate, but not so the
Bundanoon History Group. We have been busier
than ever.
June began with our special fundraising morning tea
for the Cancer Council. There was an amazing spread
of food and a wonderful presentation by Neil Wright
and Ralph Clark to celebrate the Platinum Jubilee of
Queen Elizabeth II. Members came armed with Royal
memorabilia to be displayed for all to see, even a
golden tea pot. It was wonderful to watch an 8mm
movie of the Coronation Parade in Bundanoon
especially edited by Beryl Seckington for the
occasion.
We had a free day on Tuesday and then presented at
the Old Goods Shed on Wednesday morning, with
many layers of warm clothing, ready for a day
excursion to Yass. The Catering Team loaded our
supplies for the day, and
we left at 8am with the
first stop at Cooma
Cottage. How wonderful it
was to drive along the
Hume Highway stopping
first at the home that
Hume had built for his
family.
Cooma Cottage, portrait
of Hamilton Hume
Our next stop was at Coronation Park in Yass for
lunch followed by a visit to the local museum where
we were warmly welcomed. After lunch we visited
Cliftonwood, an historic house built in 1841 on land
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also owned by Hume and containing, amongst other
things, the bed Hume slept in. Near the house we
were able to visit the Yass Antique Farm Machinery
Club where the members happily demonstrated
several of the machines that they had proudly
restored. It
was a day full
of history and
good
company.
Cliftonwood

Finally,
how
wonderful
it was this
week to
turn the
corner
into
Church Street and see the newly installed window
covers on the pharmacy. It brightened a gloomy
winter’s day. Many thanks to all involved in this
important addition to Bundanoon.

Guest Editor’s ramble
We have a range of interesting characters and topics
in this month’s Newsletter. For those Norfolk Island
aficionados, there’s a chance to practice the local
lingo and bake a few Norfolk Island delicacies. (Who
couldn’t resist a home baked Orange Tart laced with
a healthy tablespoon of dripping?)
And our subjects this month are drawn from all
levels of society. We start with a local Bushranger,
move on to an Assistant Surveyor who was
instrumental in getting the first published use of the
name ‘Bundanoon’ on a map; then a lovely story
taken from the Oral History Archive about the young
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Queen Elizabeth and Bundanoon residents, John and
Pamela Hartley.
AND FINALLY, This year’s National NAIDOC Week
celebrations are from 4-11 July with the powerful
theme of “Stand Up. Get Up. Show Up”.

An opportunity for
us all to celebrate
our First Nations
people and remind
ourselves that
Aboriginal and
Torres Strait
Islander
communities are
still fighting for
recognition and
change.
David Brennen

Fundraising & Hedonism: Friday 8 July, a
special BHG night
for everyone
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work in preserving Bundanoon's archives, oral
history and opening of the
Old Goods Shed.
YOU can help by bringing
items to put into our
Father’s Day hamper. We
need all sorts of items to
include such as wine, beer,
toiletries, gardening equipment, chocolate, liqueurs,
handkerchiefs, socks - whatever you think a father,
son or nephew would like to win! Your donations
can be brought along to the meeting on Monday.
And if that’s not convenient, please ring/text
Noelene on 0429 169 835 to arrange a dropoff.
We also need our members to buy and sell tickets
and these will be available for collection at our July
meeting. In July we will also be looking for
volunteers to sell tickets outside the newsagency on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday mornings. We'll have a
roster for you to put your name down at our
meeting on Monday.

Revitalising the Old Goods Shed
David Brennen

The Bundanoon Club has offered the History Group
the opportunity to run the Friday Night Raffles on
Friday 8th July. All proceeds for the meat raffle and
wheel of fortune sales will go to the History Group to
assist us protect Bundanoon's heritage.
We encourage as many members as possible to
attend so we can have a great social night out as
well as make some money for the History Group.
We'll be sitting as a group so please let us know if
you'd like us to book a seat for you by emailing
historygroupbundanoon@gmail.com

Bundanoon Goods Shed 30 Dec 1988
(Image from Stations Past)

Fundraising: 4th September, Father’s
Day Raffle

I talked briefly about revitalizing our HQ at the last
General Meeting. I am now pleased to report that
the BHG Committee have approved the plans to give
the wonderful Old Goods Shed a spring clean and a
new lease of life.

Continuing on the fund raising Theme, our Father’s
Day Raffle is coming up in September.This is one of
our biggest fundraising efforts, which supports our

The following is extracted from the Report
presented to the BHG Committee outlining the
proposals.
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Current situation
The OGS opened as the BHG Headquarters in 1994.
Since then it has done us well, both for storing the
archives, and publicly hosting wall displays on
Bundanoon’s history. Now, after 26 years, the
interior is tired and dated, numbers of visitors have
dropped, plus we are no longer able to curate the
variety of displays that were shown in the past.
Pre-Covid, Sunday visitor drop-ins rarely reached
double digits, with a further decline in numbers once
the Market moved from the Memorial Hall to the
Bundanoon School. We need to boost visitor
numbers not only to promote the history of
Bundanoon but to justify the effort of curating
displays, volunteers’ time, and the running costs of
opening to the public e.g. air con/heating.
Proposals
Most of the work can be done at little cost, in
incremental steps, addressing the following issues:
Decorate interior: Paint it, put in new floor coverings
and modern museum type lighting including spot
light, and more attractive display cabinets and
furniture. It needs a face-lift after 26 years.
Bigger more visible entrance: Don Gray, Peter
Goulding and myself have already started to open
one of the huge sliding doors that fronts the street.
This becomes the main street entrance, makes the
attractions visible, allows more natural internal light,
as well as evoking interest in the Shed’s structure
and design. This has already proven to be effective
in enticing more visitors, especially when used
together with a large screen digital display or video
on the opposing wall.
Displays – Digital and Conventional Mix: Digital
displays will complement but not replace the more
usual wall displays which will continue to be hung as
a changing feast. From 2015 -20, Helen Clark
designed and curated the historical displays
currently hanging on the walls in the Shed. Despite
huge number of volunteer hours spent, each
exhibition still cost around $1,000 to produce and
we no longer readily have those skills or budget
available.
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Digital interactive displays are a flexible addition
being simpler to produce, more versatile, and no
ongoing production costs. The extensive range of
oral histories, photographs, documents, and films
within the archives will be a rich source of material
for these displays, and from which we can create
new stories. One idea would be to showcase a
display created by the school kids every year. Also
proposed is a new wide screen digital display, on the
wall adjoining the railway that can be seen through
the open door before entering.
Make the Old Goods Shed Itself an Historical
Attraction: Our Shed is a rare 1884 Railway heritage
building, slap bang in the middle of Bundanoon and
proudly managed and preserved by us. For
relatively no cost we can:
Leave the exposed timbers of one of the
front roller doors, showing how they
looked when used by the railway.
• Display the story of how the OGS was
used in its day, transferring of goods
through one door on the street and out
the other onto the wagon, no platform,
corrugated iron shipped from Shropshire,
England etc.
• By use of modern lighting emphasise
aspects of the structure such as the roof.
Other Ideas
•

•
•

•

•
•

Trial opening on Saturdays, the busiest day
in Bundanoon, preceding Market Day.
Collaborate with NSW Trains to open the
refurbished Signal box and waiting rooms on
the Station, when the Shed is open.
On market days, display an advertising board
at the entrance of the market, directing
visitors down to the OGS. Perhaps also
advertising a guided 1 hour Heritage Tour of
the village.
Update computers used in the Shed.
Apply for grants to fund high cost items and
consider sponsorship and crowd funding.

To accomplish all of the above we are fortunate to
have a new and enthusiastic sub-committee
consisting of Marianne Ward, Amy and Steve Press,
Ralph Clark, Ian Smith, David le Cheminant and
myself. Peter Goulding and Don Gray are also
defacto members of the team managing the physical
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works.

England.

It’s going to be exciting, nothing is set in concrete,
and I warmly invite all members to come along and
get involved.

Much later, John Hartley told me that his good
friend, Commander Michael Parker, had
recommended that the official book still be written.
Commander Parker cleared it so that John could
contact all those who were with the Princess on the
fateful start of the tour, including Lady Pamela
Mountbatten (the Queen’s cousin and Lady-inWaiting) and Commander Mike Parker (Equerry to
the Queen and Private Secretary to Prince Philip)
among others.

A story from the BHG Oral History
Archive
Marianne Ward
On the day of our last General Meeting, celebrating
Queen Elizabeth II’s Platinum Jubilee, I was
reminded of an anecdote in our Oral History Archive.
In July 2011, I interviewed John and Pam Hartley
who had lived in Bundanoon from 1982 until they
moved to Mt Eymard in Bowral in the 2000’s. Their
daughter, Kirsten, and her husband, Carlos, ran the
Bundanoon Post Office franchise for some while.
John and Pam both had newspaper backgrounds in
London in the 1950s. John was a correspondent for
The Times newspaper and Pam was working for a
group of Canadian newspapers.
John had covered the Canadian Royal Tour of
Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip in 1951. He was
asked by the News Editor of The Times to also cover
the Royal Tour of Australia, New Zealand and the
Pacific in 1952.
Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip were taking this
tour, first planned for King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth. The King’s bad health had forced this
change, and the young couple had become very
used to air travel in their time in Canada.
As they were flying instead of sailing, there was time
to stop in Kenya for a brief time before starting this
long Royal Tour.
However, on 7th February, 1952, the sad news came
through to the press contingent that overnight King
George had died. There was quiet agreement that
the news would be told to the new Queen once she
and her husband came down from breakfast in the
tree house where they had spent the night looking
for wildlife at dusk and dawn.
Of course, the Royal Tour was cancelled, and the
Queen and Prince Philip returned to their new life in

And so, forty years later, here in Rosenthal Avenue,
Bundanoon, John Hartley put pen to paper and
wrote the only definitive version of events:
Accession – The Making of a Queen Published by
Quartet Books, London in 1992. (The BHG is seeking
another copy of this book for our library, as the copy
donated by John Hartley is missing.)
Important to note – John Hartley was appointed the
first President of the Bundanoon History Group in
1988-89.

1828 Survey of Bundanoon Creek
Ian Smith
In 1828 Assistant Surveyor Phillip Elliott undertook a
detailed survey of Bundanoon Creek. Not much is
known of him - he was born about 1805 but his
birthplace is a mystery. As an Assistant Surveyor
under the direction of Sir Thomas Mitchell he was
sent to the Southern Highlands to conduct a survey
of various localities and geographical features.
Mr. Elliott commenced his survey on 25 February
1828. A little over a month later, on 31 March 1828,
he reported to Mitchell that when he commenced
his survey work his party comprised six men –
himself and five convict assistants. We know little of
those in his party other than a mention of the
bullock driver Joseph Bayliss who was to be freed by
servitude the following March. The other convict he
mentioned was “The man Evans” who was sent to
hospital and who should not be returned “until he is
fit for service as he has been for some time of very
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little use…”
Their party was well equipped with one dray and
two bullocks to tow it. Unfortunately sometime later
the bullocks strayed and couldn’t be found again;
Elliott eventually got replacements from John
Atkinson’s farm ‘Oldbury’.
Their other equipment comprised one camp kettle, a
tea kettle, and iron pot and two sauce pans as well
as six tin dishes, quart pots, knives and forks. They
were accommodated in two tents (presumably one
for Mr. Elliott and one for the others) and had for
their comfort one camp table and one stool
(probably for Mr. Elliott as well). Other equipment
included two pairs of scissors, two combs, two
felling axes, six tomahawks and six suits of slops
(clothing). They took sufficient provisions for 54
days, and had used 36 days of rations at the time of
Mr. Elliott’s report to Mr. Mitchell.
As for surveying equipment it is most likely Mr.
Elliott was supplied with the usual tools of his trade
for the time:
A Gunter’s Chain – collapsible and portable, was
carried by a ‘chain man’ (i.e. one of the convicts).
The chain was 66 foot long (20.1 metres) divided
into 100 links and was used to measure distances
and dimensions.

Surveyors at work in 1860’s. (Image taken from
Trove, ‘Surveyors’ Samuel T Gill)
A Circumferentor which was a compass mounted on
a straight post. It had two moveable sighting arms
used to locate magnetic north. This instrument
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allowed a parcel of land to be aligned along its
boundaries.
A Plane Table along with a sight rule and compass
was used to sight and mark-off natural and manmade features.
Relevant stationery would also be part of his
equipment, and perhaps a telescope. He may have
had the use of a theodolite as well, however as there
were only two such instruments in the whole colony
he may have missed out.
After taking and compiling his directional readings
and measurements in his surveyor’s field book he
would use this information to develop a map or plan
of the area he had surveyed each day.
Mr. Elliott surveyed Bundanoon Creek from vantage
points and prominent features along the tops above
the creek rather than descending to the creek bed.
In this manner he took many, many sightings along
the length of Bundanoon Creek but it is unclear
whether he traversed along both sides of the creek
or simply from the clifftops of Meryla plateau from
where he would have had a good view of the main
features and the course of the creek and its sidecreeks.
Whatever his modus operandi he appears to have
been singularly unimpressed with the vegetation he
encountered. His descriptions included “barren,
rocky and scrubby”, “inaccessible”, “thick...scrubby”,
“barren and rocky” and “rocky ridges covered with
scrub”.
We are left wondering why Mr. Elliott chose the
name ‘Bundanoon’ rather than using Charles
Throsby spelling of ‘Bantanoon’ (1818) or that of his
fellow surveyor Charles Harper who preferred the
spelling ‘Boon-Doo-Noon’ (1824). Presumably Mr.
Elliott’s source for the spelling he chose was one of
the local aborigines, in line with Thomas Mitchell’s
instruction to use aboriginal names wherever
possible. However, we are left to ponder who
exactly was his source for the name ‘Bundanoon’.
After his survey of Bundanoon Creek Mr. Elliott went
on to survey Meryla Creek, parts of the Shoalhaven
River, Black Bobs Creek and various private land
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holdings. He also attempted to survey the
headwaters of Bargo Creek but was thwarted by
what he described as ‘immense thick scrub’.

however, was fleet of foot, and easily lost his
pursuers in the cluster of bushy hills overlooking
the apple village.

When Thomas Mitchell published, in 1834, his Map
of the Colony of New South Wales, Bundanoon Creek
was both prominent and identifiable. Indeed, this
appears to be the first published use of the name
‘Bundanoon’.

But crime will out, and the case of the Penrose
'bushranger' was no exception to the rule. He was
in due course captured, and brought to boot. His
capture was effected in a most remarkable and
unusual manner. It was a police constable's wife
who accomplished the deed.
Mrs. Freeman, wife of Constable George Freeman,
of Bundanoon, was fully acquainted with the
description of the strange man who had been
chased into the hills by the Penrose orchardists. It
was while motoring in the vicinity of these hills
one Sunday that she observed a man answering the
alleged robber's description. He was walking along
the road in the same direction as the car was
proceeding. Mrs. Freeman had the car halted, and
asked the man if he would like to be driven to
Bundanoon. He readily replied in the affirmative.

Bundanoon Creek on 1834 Map of the Colony
Following his work in the Highlands Mr. Elliott was,
in 1830, appointed as a magistrate. The following
year he married Louisa Wilshire (born 1806) on 10
May 1831. Mr. Elliott died in 1879 (aged c. 74) at
Stanhope, Appin, NSW; his wife Louisa dying in 1878.
Perhaps he should be plucked from his current
obscurity and remembered for being the first to
record the name of our village.

On arrival at Bundanoon, however, the stranger
was very much surprised to be received into the
custody of Constable Freeman. Too late, he
realised that he had been duped by a woman.
Penrose orchardists now hope to be able to
continue the cultivation of prize apples in perfect
peace.
2nd May 1922, Goulburn Evening Penny Post.
(edited for brevity)

Duped by a woman!

Alison Ayers
A Penrose Bushranger story from 1922
Two months ago, a sneak thief was a great source
of annoyance to Penrose residents. Articles of
clothing and produce rapidly and mysteriously
disappeared from farms and orchards in the
renowned apple-growing district. As the days went
by, the thief became more daring and his thefts
were numerous. The bold robber had the whole
country side terrorised.
On a couple of occasions, Penrose orchardists gave
chase to a strange man whom they believed to be
responsible for the robberies. The stranger,

A Happy Discovery
Trisha Arbib
Having chatted to BHG
members about their
trip to Norfolk Island, I
was thrilled to find (and
it was a wonder that I
did see it) amongst my
huge library of cook
books this slim book
just 12 x 18cm in size.
The cover shows the
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ubiquitous Norfolk Island Pines and the much loved
cows.
Published by Greenways Press, Norfolk Island, it was
compiled by members of the Norfolk Island Sunshine
Club, a club formed to help their “senior citizens”.
No date, but the simple recipes are reminiscent of
the 1960’s e.g combining mashed bananas with
unset lemon jelly and whipped cream to make
Banana Fluff, and the use of dripping. The majority
of recipes are for desserts or preserves.
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over 80 words:
Bussup = Broken in pieces
Carfoot = don’t know why
Gurret = angry
Ippy = A silly person
Pilly-pilly = Stuck together
Rummer = fishing at night

What is different to many other local groups’
compilations can be seen in the Index. There are
recipes listed under avocado pear, bananas, choko,
coconut, fish, guava, kumeras, lemon, passionfruit,
paw paw, pilhi, pineapple, potato and pumpkin.
Among the Miscellaneous are yams, rosellas, taro,
and homely recipes like flummery, corn flake pie
crust, sponge cake and tapioca cream. There are
some recipes I’d love to try. Upside down cake using
bananas, coconut tart, green paw paw chutney, corn
bread and persimmon pie. Who knew that you
could cook with persimmons!

Tulla = strong fish bone

But what makes the book especially intriguing are
the lists of local words and phrases.
English
and Norfuk (Norfolk) are the languages spoken by
the local residents. It is a blend of 18th century
English and Tahitian, originally introduced by
Pitkern-speaking (sic) settlers from the Pitcairn
Islands. Like any phrase book the choice of phrases
tell us something about their culture and can seem
strange to our ears.

This preface enabled me to date this book to the
period between June 1962 and August 1964 when
her husband Robert Hurley Wordsworth was
Administrator of Norfolk Island. The date also
explains the tone of her message. For Norfolk Island
came under the authority of the new
Commonwealth of Australia government in 1901,
and it wasn’t until 1979 that it was granted limited
self-government by Australia.

Da lettle sullen se wylie up in ar pine = That little
child is stuck in that pine.

Note: You might wish to join me in re-reading a
lovely and informative article “Norfolk Island: A
teaser from Rosemary Page” in the BHG newsletter
of August 2021.

Yus plun how poo-oo = Your bananas are green

Wh-hi + Wrap in green banana leaf
Yor-lor = to grate
In the preface there is a heartfelt note from
“Margaret Wordsworth, Government House, Norfolk
Island”. It concludes “To those who may take this
book to other lands, I hope that it will remind you of
this small part of the British Commonwealth so far
out into the South Pacific Ocean – of its beauty and
its people.”

Ell do fer mudda unay? = They’ll do for dumplings
won’t they?
We gu rumma morla night? = Let’s go fishing
tomorrow night?

BHG Junee Tour 18-20 October
Ralph Clark

I se sly, suff too big = No, the sea is too rough

Expressions of Interest are now open for our threeday trip to Junee.

It is impossible to guess at the meaning of most
individual words. Selecting just a few from a list of

We will see the historic Monte Cristo Homestead,
the Roundhouse Railway Museum with its vintage
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locos and carriages, the grand Junee Railway
Refreshment Room and the Chocolate and Liquorice
Factory housed in an old flour mill (for the boys
there is a collection of vintage Fords in the back
shed).
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contained cabins.
Indicative costs are:
$395 for twin share in motel room ($495 single)
$450 for twin share in a cabin (there will be a ballot
if more than four requests are received).
Please email your booking to Ralph
(rlc2578@gmail.com) or Harvey
(contact@hgrennan.com)

Coming Events
Mon 4 July 10.30 am:

Monte Christo Homestead

BHG Monthly Meeting and AGM at the Soldiers’
Memorial Hall. Guest speaker: Marie Pender,
The Bundanoon Telephone Exchange

We will also visit the Junee Museum which is housed
in the 1914 Broadway Hotel which was sold to a
Bankstown club which took the licence then sold it
back to the local council for $2.

Mon 25 July: BHG Committee Meeting.
Mon 1 Aug 10.30 am:
BHG Monthly Meeting at the Soldiers’ Memorial
Hall. Speaker: Gabriella Lang, Imperial Russia.
Tue 9 Aug – mid-day: Members Winter
Luncheon at the Pill Factory – Details and cost
tbc.
Mon 29 Aug: BHG Committee Meeting.
Mon 5 Sep 10.30 am:
BHG Monthly Meeting at the Soldiers’ Memorial
Hall. Speaker: Andy Carnahan, History of Printing.
Draw of Father’s Day Raffle

Broadway Junee Museum

18/18/20 Oct: BHG Coach trip to Junee

You will have the opportunity to stroll through the
centre of town, which is replete with historic
buildings such as the recently restored art deco
Athenium Theatre.
We will be staying at the Junee Motel (not flash but
bright and clean; rated 4/5 on TripAdvisor). Dinner is
included on the two nights at interesting local
venues and, of course, there will be more to be
revealed later.
Early bookings are requested, as the motel will
secure our bookings for only a limited time. The
establishment has eighteen rooms and four self-

.

